
MAT2500-05 22 Quiz 7 Print Name (Last, l'irst) 
Show all wvork, inchuding mental steps, in a clearly organizcd way that speaks for itsclf. Usc proper 
mathenmatical notation, 11DENTIFYING expressions by their propcr symbols (introducing them if necessary), 
and use QUAL SGNS and arrows when appropriatc. Always SIMPLIFY cxpressions. BOX final short 
answers. LABEL Parts of problem. Keep answers EXACT (but give decimal approximations for interpretation 

if appmopriate). Indicate where technology is used and what type (Maple, GC). Only use technology to CHECK 

hand calculations, not substitute for them. two opvIOu s ty poS: hy fault 

1. Let F(x, . ) =¥'e, P(0, 1,-1), v=(3,4, 12) F math S ase 
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a) Find the gradient ofand evaluate it at the point 
b) Evaluate (îts magnitude and unit vector direction u at this point. 
c)Evaluate the directional derivative of F along v at this point. 
d)Write the equation of the level surface through this point. 
e) Write the cquation of the tangent plane to the level surface through this point and reduce it to the simple 

form a x +by + cz=d. 
Write the cquation for the normal line through this point using u for the orientation vector so that it is 

arclength parametrized, letting s be the parameter in this equation. 

g) Find the nurmerical value ofs for which F(7)=F(0. 1,-1). Search in the interval s-3.0. There are 

Po 
mas it edear 

two disjoint surfaces in this level surface (because of the factor , when solving the level surface equation for 

). and the normal line from one of them hits the other one. 

h)Optional 
Do an implicitplot3d of the F for x =-2.2,y=-2.2 ,z=-2.2 and copy and paste the spacecurve of the 
normal line for s-3.1 to see how parts e) and f) work. The segment s=0..I reproduces the gradient vector 
And then copy and paste an implicitplot3d of the tangent plane onto this as well. See the Maple answer key 

later to view the result 

solution 
Xyz 

Fxya)= y'e g 7 
VFxya) < y2 yz e"2y +y? xzey)e 2 

aToWS 
Over 

vecto SymbolS. 
xy2 

e y3z, 2y4 yx2, xy 3= =ye y'z, 2+ xyz, xy?>) 

fts" reers totheqddlent 

VF(0,),-1)- 1e< u+), 24 0, 0 1) |<-h2,0>J the gradentis inlerpieel 

bF (0,-D| = Ji4 =5 

thru tts MagDtu de 
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VF(15)\ US 

d)FO)) I¬"= 4 so y? ey2 =i 
Noe y2=e 2 branche s of soluthan: y7oy y<o. Maplecansolve this 

e) 1,2,0 , = (0,1,-12 

0 n (r-ro) =<-l,2,0 <x-o) y-1,E+\ - x+2(y-) tO :-x42y-2 

X42y=2 verhcal plane 
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normal line on right sheet at P hits left sheet
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